2020 EVOC IN SERVICE SCHEDULE

AM

- **0700 Hrs. - 0830 Hrs...** Lecture (Code 3 Policy, Pursuit Policy, Stop Stick Deployment and Surveillance Mode / Review ICC Video Examples... SPD General Orders 521.01 & 521.02)

- **0830 Hrs. - 0930 Hrs...** Vehicle Placement (Practical exercises on a coned course related to daily city driving... e.g., Collision Avoidance, Braking, Turn-Around, 180 Bootleg, Parallel Parking, Offset Lanes and Backing)

- **0930 Hrs. - 1000 Hrs...** Vehicle Cornering (Practical exercise related to proper roadway position when responding Code 3 or pursuing a suspect vehicle)

- **1000 Hrs. - 1100 Hrs...** Vehicle Pursuits (Practical exercises to simulate various vehicle pursuit conditions)

- **1100 Hrs. - 1130 Hrs...** Stop Stick Deployment (Practical exercise of deploying “Stop Sticks” during simulated pursuit conditions).

LUNCH

- **1130 Hrs. - 1230 Hrs...**
- **1230 Hrs. - 1400 Hrs...**  Lecture (Individual vehicle dynamics and recovering from a potential collision situation / Review ICC Video Examples)

- **1400 Hrs. - 1500 Hrs...**  Skid Pan (Practical exercise of performing a controlled skid at 17 MPH on a wet surface track to teach vehicle control

- **1500 Hrs. - 1530 Hrs...**  High Speed Skid Recovery (Practical exercise of a skid recovery at speeds of 50 MPH)

- **1530 Hrs. - 1600 Hrs...**  High Speed Backing (Practical exercise of backing a patrol vehicle at 30 MPH out of a hazardous or potential ambush situation)

- **1600 Hrs. - 1630 Hrs...**  P.I.T (Practical exercise of performing a Pursuit Intervention Technique at speeds no greater than 35 MPH in specialized P.I.T training vehicles)

- **1630 Hrs. - 1700 Hrs...**  Evaluations (Instructors will discuss their student’s performance and the class will complete evaluations of the instructors and the class material)